
Teambuilding during winter 
time (mid-November to April)

We are happy to offer the possibility to enjoy indoor activities and teambuilding for groups of minimum 10 people 
from mid-November to April sheltered in our granary. In the dark winter months, we need extra energy, and it is 
possible to get exactly that via teambuilding and activities associated with a fun staff event, or if you need a break in 
connection with your conference. It is also ideal as a warm up activity prior to your corporate Christmas party.

When booking a minimum of 2 activities, we give a 50 DKK discount per person.

. Archery 300 DKK per person | Duration 1 hour
Who is the best shooter? Compete against your colleagues and feel like Robin Hood while doing it. Our competent 
instructors will give you a thorough review of proper shooting technique. Then, it is up to you to shoot at targets 
and pick the best team.

. Blind leader 200 DKK per person | Duration 1 hour
What happens when we cannot use our senses? In this exercise, the participants’ confidence is put to the test as 
the exercise takes place blindfolded. There is an increased focus on communication and planning, which is highly 
needed to complete the task.

. Improve your communication skills 300 DKK per person | Duration 1,5 hours
Is your group good at communicating internally? We put this to the test in 3 small exercises, which, among other 
things, will strengthen your collaboration by focusing on detailed communication. Can you explain to each other 
what something should look like without seeing it? Or can you communicate without words?

. Raise the flag 200 DKK per person | Duration 1 hour
This exercise requires that you come up with a common strategy, which will get you to the goal through good 
cooperation and communication. Key words for the exercise are precision and perseverance! All participants have 
an important function and must be committed for the exercise to succeed.

. The floor is lava 150 DKK per person | Duration 30 min.
How does your team handle unexpected challenges? The floor is lava is an exercise with extra focus on coordina-
tion, planning and creativity among the participants. To be able to complete the exercise, without falling into the 
‘floor full of lava’, solid cooperation is required. 

It will be our pleasure to help you tailor a program that suits your wishes and needs.
Contact Event Manager, Mette K Hansen at gohigh@kragerup.dk.
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